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Between 1961-75 Cornel! (USA); and Guelph (Canada) Universities assisted the
Ghana Ministry of Education in developing a post-secondary curriculum in
Home Science. The authoritarian impulses of the Nkrumah Regime, the CornellGhana Project at Winneba Teacher training College, the establishment ·of
a Home Science Department at the University of Ghana, and the role of higher
education in nation building, form important aspects of this article. Field
research on the Ghanaian Family is also surveyed, as well as its significance
[or post-secondary Home Science. Archival sources and interviews with project
pa rticipants inform this resea rch.
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Introduction 1

This article, focusing on the involvement .of Cornell University, the
University of Guelph, and other agencies in the development of postsecondary Home Science programs in Ghana, reflects his torical, political and
social forces sweeping Ghana in the 1960s and 1970s. Post-secondary
education was a popular government priority after Ghana's independence
from Britain in 1957. The development of new institutions and the
cultivation of new cons tituencies for these ins t itutio ns was part of
government policy for promoting national development through
modernisation and the expansion of schooling. Cross currents in thinking
and planning for post-secondary education, reflected both the colonial past
and national aspirations.
With varying res ults colonial adminis trations had s ought to remake their
colonised peoples in a variety of ways, reflecting the values, aesthetics and
polities of the metropolitan power. Subordination of the aspirations
and every day realities of colonised peoples were central to the colonial
context. In 1960, 60 per cent of Ghana's labour force was employed in
I
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activities related to subs is tence food production, 13 per cent were small
scale traders, and only 4.5 per cent occupied professional, administrative
and clerical roles. This does not include the 1.2 million unemployed out of
a labour force of 3.7 million, and a general population of 6.7 million. Thes e
figures had direct consequences for the government and future plans for
schooling and families,
While leading the way in educational expansion in independent Africa,
Ghana's structural development was woefully inadequate for the needs of
the po pula tion. 2 With primary education becoming fee-free and co mpuls ory
in 1%0, jus t over 500,000 children were at school. Education for boys had
progressed beyond basics, with twice as many boys attending school as
girls, but this was an improvement over the previous decade when the
imbalance had been more than three to one.3 Many children were taught by
untrained pupil teachers but expected to go on to post-primary education,
thereby intensifying pressures for students to earn high examination scores
to secure one of the scarce secondary school places,
The earliest schools developed for girls were schools of domestic
economy, introduced by missionaries in the nineteenth century. Girls'
schools were bas ed on a Britis h ideology of 'good' marriage and the
domes tic role for women. In 1921, another beginning was made, within
government schools, and by 1931 a 'domestic science' course was available
with two examination papers, one for girls and one for boys, both at the
middle form four level.
Education for girls and women had been the subject of a far-Sighted
Colonial Office Memorandum by Fred Clarke in 1943. 4 Wary of tampering
with social and family structures in anticipation of the demobilisation of
African soldiers, a subsequent Colonial Office memorandum Mass Education
in African Society (1944), largely ignored women's issues and the
increasingly politicised context in which such issues were rais ed.> Within
a few years Kwame Nkrumah would specifically mention the role of women in
the Convention People's Party Constitution, in recognition of the
awakening power of women in African s ocieties.f By 1959, the collective
efforts of women in Wes t Africa led to the convening of a First Congress of
West Afri can Wom en in Senegal.
For Nkrumahs Convention Peoples' Party (C PP), political popularity
rested in some measure on increased recognition of women's roles in
society, Home Science offered a broad venue for channelling women's
aspirations while addressing social concerns and pressing national needs."
Ghana's first stages of national development promised exciting new lives for
women, combining traditional culture with the advan tages of modernity. The
new Home Science programs were formulated with women's as pirations in
mind.
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The Home Science programs of the l%Os were meant to be more
scientific and oriented towards s ecularis ed Wes tern values, Increas ingly
consumer and product oriented, Home Science programs offered a nascent
middle elas s both conceptual tools and practical methods for reordering
domestic life, and opening up social space for the pursuit of salaried careers
and social advancement, particularly for women. But popular acceptance of
home science as a legitimate area of study and research at the teachers'
college and university level was another matter, despite initially rosy
estimates of the employability of home science graduates,

The Politics of Education and the University of Ghana
Originally es tab lis hed in 1948 as an external college of the University of
London as recommended in 1943 by the Colonial Universities Commission
(the Asquith Commission), the University College of Ghana became
a national univers ity in 1961. Disproportionately staffed by British
expatriates, critics, including Prime Minister Nkrumah himself, believed the
new University was following a path set decades earlier by the Colonial
Office, despite radically changed circumstances. British colonial Africa, in its
formal sense, was waning and the plan under which the University College
had originally been conceived was no longer viab le." Ghana's national
priorities were far different from those envisioned by the Colonial Office,
Nationalist sentiments were accompanied by the growing influence of the
United States foundations. Two meetings held in 1958 and 1959, collectively
entitled 'Conference on Assistance to Tropical African Countries',
sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation, mapped out new directions for
African educational development, In 1960 the Ashby Report, Investment in
Education, completed on the eve of Nigerian independence, called for
United States style universities, with less rigid admission standards, an
adaptation of American social science theories and methodologies, and
Ins titutes funded by the pres tigious Ford and Rockefeller Foundations.
In 1%0 the Ghanaian Government organised a National Higher Education
Commission to map out directions for Ghana's developing post-secondary
ins titutions. The Commis sion was Nkrumah's idea and the prima fade
reason was that Ghana's institutions of higher education were not
producing enough s killed profess ionals , nor were these graduates
necessarily equipped with skills or attitudes conducive to national service,
Legon in particular, Nkrumah claimed, gave inadequate attention to African
problerns.? For their part, British expatriates at the University College felt
the Commiss ion was largely political; Lego ns graduates tended to be critical
of the ruling Convention Peoples' Party (CPP), 10
The importation of the Oxbridge Model into a seemingly incongruous
African setting left the university an easy target for critics. Dr. Robert July,
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the RockefeI1er Foundation's Africa Program Officer, visited the University
College in 1960. Annoyed by the intellectual pretensions and detachment
from everyday life of the institution, he was incensed when only 12 of 65
applicants who could not offer Latin or Greek for the qualifying exams, were
absorbed by the Sociology Department.
The othe rs were turne d loose ... 43 young pe ople of coll e ge call ber in
a country hungry for trained people ... when one questions the value of Greek
or Latin ... the remark is that ... the se are realty the only subj ects that train
the mind properly, and Ghanaians would raise a fearful row if (hey were
e liminate d.U

How would an applied dis cipIine like Home Science, with its already low
status in teacher training colleges, fit into such a university environrnentz"
Involvement of Cornell University

Building on the momentum of the 1959 Women '5 Congress in Senegal, in
early 1961 the U.S. State Department and Agency for International
Developmen t (AID) 5 ponsored works hops in Wes t Africa (Ibadan, Nigeria)
on the theme of 'Problems of Education of African Women and Girls '. Thirtyseven African women educators from 14 countries participated. Subsequent
visits by 16 African women to the United States (including Ithaca, New York)
led to a formal request from Ghana's Ministry of Education in late 1961 for
assistance from the faculty of Home Economics, Ccrnell University, in
developing a post-secondary level curriculum for teachers. The CornellGhana Project, as it was to be known, called for several CornelI faculty to
undertake short visits in 1962-63 to assess planning, curricular and staffing
needs. The Project site, Winneba Teacher Training College, was a small
institution 30 miles along the coast from Accra, Ghana's capital.l'
Acceptance of modern Home Economics and Agriculture as academic
fields of study in Ghana and elsewhere in Africa can be attributed in some
measure to contacts with U.S. foundations in the early 1960s, USAID policies
and exposure to the U.S. Land Grant College system. Through these
contacts, and the promise of financial support, Ghanaian political leaders
and academics came to recognise that the functions of post-secondary
education could be expanded to include more public service, applied
research, and extension education. But movement away from the British
model of education was controversial and complex. As one Ministry of
Education official told Cornell's Dean of Home Economics: 'it is about time
we had the States' system of Home Economics ... and I want your staff to
forestall the one they [the Ministry of Education] have asked for from the
United Kingdorn'i l ' She would get her wish but 'States' style Home
Economics would not always operate in a friendly environment.
J
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During the summer and early fall of 1962 a master plan was roughed out
in Ghana and then refined in Cornell. The plan called for several Cornell
faculty, including Professors Kathleen Rhodes and Harold Feldman, to
undertake short visits in the initial year of the project. Expatriate staff (from
Cornell and els ewhere) would be charged initially with the training and
selection of Ghanaian permanent staff. The longer stays required for training
were tailor made for the new Fulbright Program, and Ghana's Ministry of
Education made formal requests for Fulbright assistance in 1962. Preliminary
visits were made by Kathleen Rhodes in late 1962, Feldman in early 1963, and
Rhodes again for the 1963-64 academic year.
Rhodes was uniquely qualified for this project. British born and
educated, she had earned a Cornell doctorate before joining the faculty. She
was ideally suited to work with British expatriates, understanding both the
American and British systems of education, as well as British anxieties over
the growing American presence in Africa. Rhodes was also a keen observer
who returned to the United States to report on political, social and
educational conditions which were anything but tranquil.
While schooling was vas tly expanded under the Nkrumah regime (19571966) little headway was made in reviewing the relevance of primary and
secondary education which continued to follow the British model.
Secondary school courses were made up of traditional academic subjectsEnglish, Latin, History, Geography, Science, with students sitting for the
West African School Certificate Examination and the Overseas Higher School
Cer tificate."> Subjects like Agriculture, Health and Hous ecraft , in which
Ghanaian needs, cus toms and conditions took precedence, held little
academic status. Housecraft was taught by the products of the country's
teacher training ins titutio ns , not university grad uat es.
In all of Ghana's 31 teacher training colleges in 1960, students were
prepared for the lA' Teaching Certificate for primary school, preceded
usually only by a middle school education and experience as a pupil teacher.
This training may have been practical for an earlier period but teacher
preparation was now moving toward students having passed the lA'
(advanced level) school certificate before entering teacher training. This
raising of entrance requirements was to be accompanied by a lengthening of
the teacher training curriculum to three, and then to four years. Due to the
acute shortage of teachers, the entrance requirement for the Housecraft
course were set at '0' (ordinary level), with the curriculum remaining at two
years.
Conditions at teacher training colleges varied, and much depended on
the individual qualities of the principal and staff. Common to most were
overcrowding of dormitories and shortages of books, equipment, and
facilities, especially for instruction in basic science. Ghana's teacher
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training institutions were a far cry from the University at Legori, and it was
easy to see how Nkrumah could mobilise public sentiment against 'neocolonial elitism'. The use of Englis h as the medium of ins truction was well
established, although not without problems. Where teachers and pupils
shared a common vernacular, informal conversation outside of the
classroom was more likely to be in the vernacular. While teachers might be
more effective in helping s tuden ts retain an active interes t in cultural affairs,
they did little for their students' proficiency in English. Where students
came together from different regions in Ghana, they became far more
comfortable and proficient in English, improving their chances for
advancement. By the l%Os the use of English was an old issue, going back
to colonial language policy in the 1920s. English proficiency) essential for
post-secondary advancement in Ghana, would likewise be necessary in the
new scheme.
Central to developing a new teacher-training curriculum for Home
Science at Winneba, was the need to gain a detailed knowledge of Ghanaian
family practices. Relatively little had been written about Ghana's nearly
seven million people, of whom only 20 per cent were urbanised. Rapid
decolonisation left Ghana with inadequate infrastructure and knowledge of
its own inner workings. In the light of pressing social problems in public
health, nutrition, housing and infant mortality, the Government's
commitment to grass roots education was unequivocal. Family, home and
community, remained the central institutions of the society. Home Science
was the ideal discipline in which to train teachers who, through teaching,
demons tra tion, and research, could introduce new practices in child
development, food preparation, nutrition, and home management, as well as
encourage a favourable view toward the concept of change. The ques tion for
the Comell-Ghana Project was how to train teachers for this task, and how
to best equip their research site, the Winneba Teacher Training College, to
achieve it.
Harold Feldman, of Ccrnell's Child and Family Studies Department) led
the effort to build up a contemporary database on family practices and
structure. Feldman's first brief trip to Ghana in March of 1963, convinced
him and others of the need for research at several levels. Printed texts in the
colleges were often foreign and lacked contextual significance for students.
Rapid change in Ghanaian society suggested that emphasis be placed on the
continual process of data collect io n rather than 'received' knowledge.
Feldman organised survey work. An early sample of how surveys were
combined with course work survives from Feldman's 1963 visit. The project
involved a home visit survey assignment for students in the Housecraft
Diploma course. With the passage of time, the survey and subsequent
autobiographies of the student-surveyors, has gained a historical
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significance making the project worthy of further study.
In March 1963 eleven students in the Housecraft Diploma course at
Winneba were asked to each undertake two visits to local households,
during which they were to survey families on a number of topics. Twenty-two
families were surveyed and subsequently grouped by educational level in
order to explore differences. Feldman was quick to find that 'family' was a
less useful term than the broader, more inclusive, notion of 'hous ehold."
Twenty-three percent of the inhabitants of the 22 households were not
members of nuclear families, Of the 182 persons accounted for, 87 were
children of both parents, 42 were other rela tives-including stepchildren,
and ten were servants or had no specified relationship, This small survey,
carried ou t by inexperienced students, and no t readily amenable to
quantification, offered a mine of information. In its broadest interpretation,
the survey provided a glimpse of a segment of society in rapid transition,
characterised by changing patterns of production, consumption, family size
and compos ition, and the s ta tus and as pirations of women. The mos t
affluent households surveyed were rapidly adopting western style
conveniences, and a marked preference for western style clothingY
When asked what they had learned from the survey assignment,
Feldman 's diploma student's answered along quite a narrow range, reflecting
a top-down conception of the teacher's role. The students gave little
evidence of ernpat his ing with the daily problems of the survey families and
they were annoyed by the householder's deviance from 'sound household
practices' and refusal to accept advice. The students also evinced little
grasp of how household issues were related to broader social problems.
Why did these students want to become teachers, if that was not the
case? To learn more about these students, Feldman assigned them short
autobiographies and provided guidelines for content. Written at home, these
autobiographies survive in a typed, standardised format, They are revealing.
Only one woman had lived exclusively with her own parents while growing
up. The rest, in varying degrees, had been cared for by extended families
because of death, family crises or work related obligations of parents in
another part 0 f the coun try, Many had at leas tone parent tha t was a teacher
or other type of professional person. The geographic separations of
daughters from parents were often substantial. Indeed, one of the unusual
qualities of these extended families was the degree to which grandparents,
siblings, and aunts and uncles, could be mobilised for active child rearing.
A theme that runs through the life his tories of thes e young women involves
the collective efforts of the extended family to see to their education, IB In a
rapidly changing society, education was recognised as the key to one's
future success, As professional teachers of Home Science, Winneba's
s tuden ts would be advocates of smaller, more egalitarian families, more
I
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efficient use of resources in the home, and by implication, less reliance on
traditional kinship networks. Ironically, the new careers for Winneba's
women promis ed to erode the very structures that had nourished them as
young girls.
Acquiring housecraft skills was frequently mentioned in the context of
one's own (future} marriage and responsibilities as a housewife. In Ghanaian
society, as in the rest of Africa, marriage and children were (and remain)
central expectations in the lives of young women. It is striking that the
concept of teaching as a profession is detached from the acquisition of
housecraft skills, the former being a concept fraught with ambivalence for
these young women. While the biographies revealed that birth order and
academic prowess had brought exemption from household duties, conflicts
often aros e over the wisdam of thes e exemptions within traditionally
orien ted families, Should women be prepared for traditional roles or for the
brave new world unfolding in Ghanaian society? This was a persistent and
complex question, following these young women into adulthood.
Most students liked their classes and there was universal belief in the
practicality of the skills they were being taught. Many had prior experience
as teachers in the lower forms, often when s till in their teens. Would they as
mature women (average age 25.5), mostly unmarried, still want to teach? The
answer was 'yes', although the prospect of a teaching career potentially
clashed with marriage. Ghana's economic and social 'modernisation' had
hardly reached into gender relations, Even among better educated men,
accepting wes tern style marriage and monogamy in principle, did not rule
out maintaining traditional prerogatives powers and loyalties in practice.'?
Conflicts between traditional obligations to extended family and obligations
to emerging conjugal households were quite real. How were resources,
power and status to be allocaredj-? A husband's kinship loyalties could
seriously disadvantage a spouse and her children. Nor did a husbands'
professional status necessarily mean a more equitable distribution of
resources. In the end, what Feldman had encountered were not
disinterested students, but young people facing a complex set of social
issues, exacerbated by a rapidly changing society in which both
traditionalis m and modernity competed for their loyalties,
In his Report to the Minis try of Education in 1963, Feldrnan
recommended course work in social science theory, marriage and family (in
monogamous and polygynous settings), and application oriented social
science research, In May, 1965 a decision was reached to transfer the Home
Science Diploma course from Winneba to Legon (which did not occur), and
that a degree course should be established at the University, The committee
recommended that a Departmen t bf Home Science bees tab lished within the
'appropriate' faculty, and begin instruction in a diploma and a B,Sc program
I
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in the 1966-67 academic year. There was general agreement that the existing
home science curriculum needed more emphasis on preliminary cours e work
in the physical, biological and social sciences, With a firm grounding in
these areas, more in-depth understanding of subject matter could be
required from students who were to enter university.
Apropos al involving the faculties of Science and Social Science was
accepted in 1%5, The admis s ion requirements for the B.Sc, were to be the
same as that for other B.Sc. candidates with pas ses in five subjects, one of
which was to be mathematics, and two from botany, chemistry, physics or
zoology. Regulations and syllabi for a degree program, and a proposed staff
of three, were approved by the academic board, facilities designated, and
lists for supplies and equipment drawn up. Home science was considered to
be one subject, and only one was to be offered in each of the three years of
the approved program of study.
From the perspective of 1965-66, the years in which the Cornell-Ghana
Project was officially completed, much had been accomplished, The overall
effect was cumulative; work at Winneba had influenced teaching at lower
level teacher training colleges, made for changes in teaching at the
secondary level, and helped establish the home science degree and diploma
programs and a centre for research at the University of Ghana. Posts econdary colleagues were als 0 working with primary and secondary level
teachers, community groups, and various social welfare workers through
a newly founded Ghana Home Science Association. A solid and truly
collaborative foundation for further development had been built, As
Cornell's role faded to an advisory capacity, the University of Guelph in
Canada, came forward to further the collaboration, As British power waned
in [he world, the Carnegie Corporation encouraged the development of
Canadian in teres ts in Africa, recommending to Britain that African s tuden ts
be offered places for further study in American and Canadian universities.
Collaboration with the University of Guelph and Other Agencies
Like their American counterparts, Canadians too had to adjus t to
a univers ity setting with an unfamiliar administra tive sys tern and
sociallprofessional pro to colsJ! Faculty were assigned as Fellows to one or
other of the res idence halls (women to Volta Hall), and once a week dinners
at 'high table' in academic robes were required, The need for sensitivity in
the university's male dominated academic culture was important, as was
awareness of the political considerations which sometimes intruded into
academic issues. Making con tacts with agencies and business es that might
become donors to the department also required skill, Among the projects
that received local support was the establishment of a Child Development
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Unit accommodating 20 pre-school children (1967), the building of an
environmental studies Ashanti style house (1969), and building supporting
linkages for research with the Institute of Statistical, Social and Economic
Research (ISSER).
That the B.Sc. in Home Science at the University of Ghana gained a foot
in the door in Legon's Oxbridge culture, can be attributed to the powerful
and dynamic leadership of the first two women Heads of Department,
Or. Virginia Cutler (1966-69) and Or. Margaret McCready (1969-71)22 An
energetic and persuasive woman, Cutler made contact with all secondary
schools with enrolments in the 6th form (advanced 'A' level), to recruit girls
taking science subjects, and recruit staff. 23 In addition, she persuaded the
Vice-Chancellor, the academic boards and the Dean of the Faculty of
Agriculture to allocate and remodel space for one teaching laboratory,
a child study centre and three offices around an open courtyard within the
larger faculty premises-and have those ready by October, 1967.
Each department head faced the same basic set of questions. Who would
enrol in the new program? Who would be their teachers? There were few
young women available who had the two or more 'A' level examination
passes in science required for university entrance to the B.Sc. By contrast,
the Winneba program, geared to teaching and '0' or ordinary level entrance
requirements , had approximately 120 applicants for 15 openings. The degree
program eventually began with an enrolment of eight students, five of whom
survived to graduate in 1969. A 2-year diploma in Home Science Extension
was started in 1967, to meet the needs of the Ministry of Agriculture-but
with only two students (up to nine by 1972).
Over time it became apparent that the Home Science Program did not
provide in-depth study of Home Science nor did it fit the structure of the
science or social science degrees. It was next to impossible at the university
level to implement an integration of physical, biological and behavioural
sciences and to add Home Science content and research. The sciences and
the arts were separated within the secondary school system and students
belonged to either one or the other academic stream. Also, chemistry,
physics or biology were the recognised 'sciences', and not home science.
Nutrition and food science were academically respected and became highly
specialised as separate areas of study. The home science students, took the
science courses and nutrition courses along with psychology, sociology,
and anthropology, thus experiencing demanding timetables and study
hours. Students were expected to conceptualise relationships and the
application of the science to issues of everyday life in Ghana on their own
initiative. The attempt to transfer the American 'applied science' model of
home economics and a different academic structure of subjects to Africa was
difficult.
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Initial interest by senior secondary science students soon dropped, By
1970 there was only one applicant for the B.Sc. degree in home science. The
few girls with the required sixth form lA' level science qualifications
preferred to enter programs with established status-a pure science program
or medicine. Anticipated jobs in government and in the private sector did
not materialise. Only one of the five graduating in 1969 found employment
requiring a home science background. The political situation was also
uns table and government minis tries had no clearly defined policies with
respect to budgets and employment of degree holders, and no long-term
manpower plans. In fact less well-educated senior administrative staff
res pons ible for some science field programs appeared threatened by young
B.Sc. degree holders. Much more liaison work with potential employers was
required to clarify the needs and nature of home science. To help solve the
problem, two members of the home science department participated in
a committee set up by the Ministry of Education to review the levels and
content of home science education, and various needs in Ghana. The
Ministry of Agriculture also began a review.
A revised degree structure for home science was approved in June, 1973.
This was a complete reorganisation so that three options could be offered,
two for the B.Sc,: home science with agriculture, and home science with
emphasis on foods; and one for a B.A. with emphasis on the family. For the
B.A. a much larger pool of secondary school graduates was available for
university admission. Entrance requirements were a credit pass in English
language and a minimum of four other subjects, at least three of which were
to be at advanced level. The B.A. became the more accessible and popular
program, and one which gave new meaning to home science. It was also a
program which moved away from the purely technical science model to a
more reflective human action model designed to reach families and
con tribu te to societal 'well-being'. Perhaps Feldman's work on families
helped ins pire the change. As in many academic dis ciplines , shifts in
conceptual paradigms and meanings often have practical implications.
The Ghana-Guelph Preject continued for eight years, supporting the
development of the university programs in animal science, crop science,
nutrition and food science, home science, and the agricultural extension
division at the University of Ghana. Up to nine Guelph faculty members per
year, including three in home science, were financed, along with additional
supplies and equipment. Up to eight Ghanaian graduate students per year
in the five academic fields, two Ghanaian Research fellows per year at the
University of Guelph, and up to two Canadian graduate students per year in
Ghana, were similarly financed. 24 Nine Ghanaian women also obtained their
M.Sc. degrees from Guelph during the project.
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The Home Science Department and the University of Ghana has survived
in spite of major setbacks in the 1980s after the imposition of the IMF/World
Bank Structural Adjus tment policies, The university suffered from the
revision of education policies and drastic cutbacks in government funding.
When the second author returned for a consultative visit in June, 1986, many
University staff had left and facilities had deteriorated. In the Faculty of
Agriculture, the dairy herd and milk processing laboratory funded by the
Danish government had disappeared. Activities in the food science
laboratories were also limited because of the lack of food and other
supplies. The flame tree in the Home Science Department courtyard had also
gone, but there was no lack of children in the Child Studies Center.
In order to survive, many faculty members had begun gardening and
raising sheep, goats and poultry on campus, No new library books had been
added for a number of years, as donor support vanished. In the succeeding
decade, unfortunately beyond the scope of this paper, conditions gradually
began to improve and in July 2000, the Ghana Home Science Association and
the Home Science Department are to host the World Congress of the
International Federation for Home Economics.

Conclusion
Home Science in its international context, has often been associated with
grass roots democratisation, The skills, services and applied research base,
have traditionally addressed basic problems of living for both the rural and
urban poor 2 5 Within the university setting, home science traditionally
enjoys little power or pres tige and its difficult beginnings at Legon are
a prime example, The applied, practical nature of home science, has not
until recently, allowed it to develop the trappings of hard 'knowledge based'
disciplines. Its unique specialities, like the interdisciplinary approach and
the commitment to social justice and the family as a societal institution,
have either been misunderstood, or appropriated by other disciplines more
adept in university politics.
In the case of Ghana, home science has had a transformative effect, It
brought women into educational structures as teachers at all levels, with
a disciplinary mandate to examination issues that most affected women like
family planning, child rearing practices, nutritional issues, consumer
awareness, community development, organisation and policy. Home science
also encouraged women to organise professionally and within their
communities. Farther afield, the founding of the Ghana Home Science
Association (1965) established a national body, tying together smaller
organisations and serving as a liaison with other national home science
organisations, As in other areas associated with women in Africa strength
through voluntary association has had a telling effect, The need for
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professional home scientists remains strong in Ghanaian society, and
indeed throughout Africa. 26 Ho pefully, improving economic conditions in
Ghana will encourage home science to remain clos e to its original miss ion
and roots.
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